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Abstract 
 
This study proposes a capable, scalable, and reliable model for detecting intrusive 
traffic by investigating user behavior impact on quality of service regulations in 
real time. The model proposes a reliable coordination to investigate user traffic, 
including those injected through several gateways. Traffic investigation is 
triggered only when the network is congested; at that exact moment, burst 
gateways actually generate an echo of explicit congestion notification to 
misbehaving users. The misbehaving users are thus further investigated by 
measuring their consumption ratios of bandwidth. By exceeding the service level 
agreement bandwidth ratio, user traffic is filtered as intrusive traffic. Simulation 
results demonstrate that the proposed model efficiently monitors user behavior and 
precisely detects intrusive traffic. 
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I INTRODUCTION 
 

Every day, Internet attackers come up with new sophisticated tactics to increase 
their ability of disrupting users' online services. One of their tactics is generating 
unsolicited traffic in immense volume for over whelming network resources. A 
sudden surge in network traffic mostly occurs due to intrusive traffic generated 
from single or distributed sources to prevent legitimate users from using network 
resources, e businesses, or online services. Typically, intrusive traffic could be 
generated through potential strategies such as Botnet [1], and distributed denial of 
service (DDoS) [2]. Slashdot effect is an Internet phenomenon often leads to 
disrupt websites’ online services as well [3]. A Slashdot effect is launched 
whenever thousands of webpage requests are targeted to a small website, making 
the latter unable to handle the traffic and consequently, unavailable. As the above-
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mentioned strategies create huge traffic to execute an attack, proposing an effective 
system for detecting the intrusive packets is an effective solution for all Botnet, 
DDoS, and Slashdot effect attacks. Filtering intrusive traffic without inflicting 
harm on normal traffic has the challenges of capability, scalability, and reliability, 
which severely hinder the researchers from developing a successful defense. 
Capability challenge arises due to the high similarity between intrusive and 
legitimate traffic. The SLA is an electronic contract between the network service 
provider and its users which details the expectations for both parties in terms of the 
services furnished by the service provider and the penalties assessed if the provider 
fails to do so [4]. The focus of this paper is on detecting intrusive traffic injected 
through several gateways, and identifying the responsible intruder users through 
monitoring and detection phases, as illustrated in Fig. 1. 
 

 
 

Fig.1 Traffic Detection Phase 
 
II Monitoring Phase 
 
In the monitoring phase, we exploit the mechanism of explicit congestion 
notification (ECN) in triggering the traffic investigation process. ECN is a 
mechanism used by random early detection (RED) gateways to explicitly notify the 
endpoints about the congestion [5, 6]. Once the average queue size (AQS) of RED-
enabled gateways exceeds a predefined threshold, RED-enabled gateways send 
ECN-echoes to users affected by impending congestion in order to reduce their 
window sizes for transit data. In this paper, ECN-echoes issued by RED enabled 
gateways distributed on the domain ingress edges are exploited to distinguish the 
misbehaving users in the network .In the detection phase, the mb User-traffic is 
thus subjected to eventually undergo further investigation. Using passive 
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measurement, the bandwidths consumed by mb User are measured as packet 
transmission rate(PTR) aggregation. The mb Users that exceed SLA PTR ratios are 
considered as intrusive users (intr User), and their traffic as intr User-traffic. The 
traffic of users that donot violate the SLA PTR ratios is considered as normal 
traffic (N-traffic). 
 
III Literature Survey 
 
Numerous real-time studies have been conducted to detect and identify intrusive 
traffic. Mechanisms of intrusive traffic detection are classified into three main 
categories [2]: misuse-based, anomaly-based and quality of service (QoS)-based 
detection systems. Misuse-based techniques are not desirable due to their inability 
to detect new unrecognized intrusions. Anomaly-based techniques, on the other 
hand, has a the limitation of high false alarm rates arising from incomplete 
diagnoses of undesirable behaviors [7].This paper focuses on QoS-based 
mitigation studies that inspect user behavior to filter intrusive traffic. A user with 
anomaly behavior is detected when its impact onQoS regulations exceeds a 
particular threshold. Schemes regarding the impact of user behavior on QoS 
regulations are further classified into two different directions based on how they 
specify threshold values: learned threshold based and adaptive threshold-based 
schemes. Learned threshold-based schemes have been studied extensively in[8]. In 
general, these schemes share the use of the learning phase to specify the trained 
threshold. Therefore, learned threshold-based schemes include limitations of 
anomaly-based schemes discussed previously. Consequently, the proposed model 
avoids these drawbacks by using adaptive thresholds to detect intrusive traffic. 
Schemes based on adaptive thresholds rely on predefined SLA ratios as parameters 
for differentiating intrusive traffic from normal traffic. Important and recent 
schemes on the SLA monitoring can be found in [1].In these schemes, traffic 
investigation requires separate communication between the domain edges and SLA 
management for each delay or jitter, loss, and PTR metrics. As a result, processing 
and communication overhead may increase, representing a shortcoming for these 
schemes. Failure of the central management units leads to failure of the whole 
filtration process. For this reason, algorithms of these schemes are vulnerable to 
single points of failure. By contrast, the algorithm in [2]uses distributed 
management units on various edges forgathering the measured values of users and 
filtering intrusive traffic. Although the distributed algorithm is immune against 
single points of failure, this algorithm is not sufficiently scalable because of the 
high processing and communication overhead generated in gathering distributed 
measured ratios. 
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IV ARCHITECTURE OF THE INVESTIGATION MODEL 
 
The next subsections describe in detail the agent design of the present model. 
 
A. Violation-monitor agent 
The Violation-monitor agent is used to recognize mb Users notified with ECN-
echo and to probe the mb User-traffic for PTR measurement. Customers of QoS 
networks have SLA guarantees from their service providers for delay, jitter, loss, 
and bandwidth metrics. These QoS metrics are measured to determine abnormal 
activities in the network. In this paper, delay and packet loss estimation are 
deduced by monitoring RED-gateway queues. Traffic policing is executed at 
domain gateways. The RED technique prevents traffic bursts at gateways by 
monitoring traffic shifts in the AQSs. Once the AQS of a particular gateway 
exceeds a predefined threshold, RED notifies the users connected to that edge to 
reduce the volume of sent packets. The RED algorithm computes the AQS for 
every packet received at the gateway queue by using a low-pass filter algorithm 
that uses the exponential weighted moving average technique described in [5]. 
The RED policy uses the exponential weighted moving average technique to 
smooth possible short-term increases in queue size (QS) that result from normal 
traffic bursts or from transitory congestion, thus resulting  In the overlay network, 
each router probes its neighbors in clockwise and counter-clockwise directions [7]. 
Neighbors are determined by visiting the tree through the depth first search 
algorithm starting from any edge router and putting all edge routers in an ordered 
sequence. The virtual overlay network is a self organizing network topology that 
does not fail in case of node failure [8]. Thus, once a particular MR fails, the 
overlay network maintains its structure and sets the nearest MR for the ingress 
edges closest to the MR of failure. 
 
V Identifying intr User-traffic 
 
A further investigation is performed on the mb User traffic to verify if it is 
intrusive traffic by gathering PTR rates using the passive measurement technique. 
In this study, the attack is detected by identifying the intrusive users that strip 
others' resources. In the case of gateway burst, generating ECN-echo activates the 
passive measurement phase to measure the PTR of mb User traffic. The Violation-
monitor agent probes the Violation verifier agent to be activated and reports the 
total bandwidth consumed by each mb User. Thus, the PTR of each mb User is 
calculated and reported to the Decision maker agent for comparisons with 
SLAPTR. User that 
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consumes PTR higher than the bandwidth share in the SLA is intr User. The 
Decision-maker agent then sends notification packets to all ingress edges to filter 
the traffic of that user as intr User-traffic. Users within the band width ratio 
guaranteed in the SLA are victims and their traffic is classified back to N-traffic. 
 
VI Analysis and Evaluation 
 
The effective protection systems should be able to support high detection 
capability, a large-scale network in a scalable way, and should be reliable for 
monitoring whole network traffic. Thus, we evaluated our real-time model 
(RModel for short) by comparing capability, scalability, and reliability with each 
Stripe-based [1]and Com-approach [4] schemes. Figure 2 shows the topology used 
for the comparison analysis. 
 

 
Fig.2 Topology Timings 

 
Scalability evaluation was achieved by measuring processing overhead POH and 
communication overhead COD of each scheme with variable domain sizes. For 
computing the COD, the total number of probe packets injected per unit time for 
investigating network traffic was multiplied by the size of probe packets. However, 
the POD was computed by considering the extra processing P extra at all hops h, 
through which a packet passes per unit time. For each probe packet in the 
monitoring schemes, a POD is required to change some fields in the packet header, 
such as address lookup, checksum computation, and any other CPU processing 
overhead. Thus, for a network domain with U users, and N edge routers, the POH 
and COD are calculated in each scheme. 
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VII Conclusion and Future Work 
 
The model presented in the current study detects the attack before it happens with 
early warning notifications to uncover the attackers while still in the planning 
stages of an attack. This model can be efficiently used to detect and prevent major 
DDoS attacks, such as the attacks that’s truck Amazon.com, Buy.com, CNN 
Interactive, and eBay in February 2000. Moreover, worm activities such as So Big, 
Klez, and My Doom exhibit similar properties to DDoS attacks [2] and can be 
detected as well. Monitoring the ECN-echo as an early notification when anomaly 
congestion surfaces is beneficial for detecting intrusive traffic and minimizing 
potential overhead and resources associated with the attacks. Although the results 
are based on simulation scenarios, comparison of the approximate results indicates 
that the exploitation of ECN-echo notifications in triggering traffic investigation 
reduces more than 50% of investigation overhead and assists the proposed 
algorithm in supporting a large-scale network in a scalable manner. By providing 
overlay network-based multi-MRs as are liable solution for single point of failure 
problems, this model could obviate failures in making traffic filtration decisions. In 
the future, the behavior of the detected intrusive traffic can be investigated to 
create intrusive traffic patterns. These patterns may be used in the preliminary 
phases of investigation to detect traffic with similar intrusive traffic behavior at an 
early time. 
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